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Classic looks, radical innovation, stunning audio quality…

Cambridge Audio Aero 
speaker range

At first glance, the new Aero range of speakers may look 
fairly familiar. But look again… The range uses innovative 
full-range BMR (balance mode radiator) drivers instead of 
traditional tweeters to move the crossover point between 
drive units away from most sensitive frequencies of human 
hearing. The result is a sound that’s dramatically more 
immersive and natural. But don’t just take our word for it – 
listen to a pair, we think you’ll be amazed.

Using BMR drivers solves a common problem for 
traditional speakers – the crossover point when audio shifts 
from the tweeter to mid-range or woofer is right in the middle 
of the most sensitive frequency range for human ears.

Switching from one driver to another, with different sonic 
qualities often from using different construction techniques 
and materials, results in an audible change of register; 
the result is disjointed. With a full-range BMR driver and 

conventional cone woofer working together, that crossover 
spot is moved away from those key frequencies for a fuller, 
more coherent sound.

There’s a second advantage to BMR drivers – they offer 
a wider, more dispersed sound field. The result is the Aero 
range delivers pin-sharp stereo and surround effects, but 
without the small sweet spot of traditional speakers. That 
makes them ideal for modern homes, as they can be placed 
in a wider range of places than traditional speakers and 
enjoyed from anywhere in the room.

With a more coherent and immersive sound, and a classic 
minimalist design, the Aero range is innovative, stylish and 
ideal for those who take audio quality very seriously. And the 
range is perfect for both stereo and surround sound setups, 
complete with dual monopole/bipole speakers designed 
specifically for rear or rear and side channels.

Aero 2  
Stand-mount speakers

2¼-inch BMR plus custom-designed 6-inch 

driver delivering 40Hz-22kHz frequency 

response. Available in black or walnut 

finish.

Aero 3
Surround speakers

Dual monopole/bipole configured surround 

sound unit (bipole for rear surround, dual 

monopole for rear and side effects in a 

7.1 system) with 2 4-inch BMR drivers 

delivering 30Hz-22kHz frequency 

response. Available in black or 

walnut finish.

Aero 5
Centre speaker

2¼-inch BMR plus 2 custom-designed 

6-inch drivers delivering 50Hz-22kHz 

response. Available in black or walnut 

finish.

 

Aero 9
Subwoofer

A subwoofer with two 10-inch drivers, 

one front-firing and one down-firing ABR 

(auxiliary bass radiator) to eliminate bass 

port air noise; 500W RMS high-efficiency 

Class D amplifier. Available in black or 

walnut finish. 

Aero 6  
Floorstanding speakers

2¼-inch BMR plus 2 custom-

designed 6-inch drivers 

delivering 30Hz-22kHz 

response. Available in black 

or walnut finish.
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